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PREFACK

The purpose of this paper is to pull together all information on

uniforms of all units both regular and militia involved in the defense

of Fort Mdllenry September 13-14 1814 Such information is scant and

fragmented and it is hoped this work is complete

1his paper is truly cooperative effort Material was collected

by the Historical and Archeological Research Projects and by other historians

at Fort Mclienry Sole responsibtlity for compiling this information is mine
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INTRODUCTION

In considering the question of uniforms worn by the units in this

period it must be clearly understood that uniforms of that day did not

have the same meaning they do today In the War of 1812 Army uniform

regulations were changed in July 1813 It is probable that some regular

units had arid sty-la uniforms others had new style uniforms and some had

both AddiUona11y as two of the infantry units were recruits civilian

clothing -was certainly in evidence 1hus the Regular Army units varied in

dress from civilian clothes tg the regulation garb of 1813 In this work

we are confining ourselves to the uniforms prescribed for the Regulars in

the Regulations of 1813

In determining the uniforms of the militia at Fort Itfienry it was

found that all units were front Maryland and/or Baltimore City In 1812

Maryland passed laws specifying the dress to be worn by its militia units

1hèse lava will be the basis of discussion

The third group to- be described will be the Regular Xa personnel on

detached service at Fort McHenry the pertinent regulations for Navy

uniforms will becited



The Sea Yencibles to fell into special categqry will be discussed

separately

Most helpful in the compiling of this paper were articles by Anne

Brown and by Mr It Charles McBarron in the ilitary pollettor and Historian

magazine Also instrumental in preparation were documents supplied by the

National Archives Washington the Itryland Historical Society

Baltimore Maryland and the Naval Academy Annapolis larjrland Of

particular help vere the photographs of sketches made by Colonel Prederick

Todd of the Thomas Ruckle painting The Defense of Baltimore at the

Maryland Historical Society full list of all documents books and

magazines used will be shown in the bibliography



Chapter

Who Was Here In 18147

On September 13 and .14 1814 garrison Of appréximately 1000 men was

stationed at Port Mcflenry combining elements of the United States Regular

Army Maryland Militia the United States Regular Navy .and group of Sea

Fencibles or Marine Militia

These units included on the bastions of the Star Port one company of

the United States Artillery under Captain frederick Evans Regular Army

and ona company of the Baltimore Pencibles Militia under Captain Joseph

Nicholson On The outer battery were stationed two companies of the Sea

Fencibles Marine Militia under Captains $immones Bunbury and William

Addison one company each from the Washington Artillerists Militia Captain

John Berry commanding the Saltimore tndependent Artillerists Militia

Lieutenant Charles Penning ton commanding and detacbment of the Marine

Artillery Regular Navy front Commodore Joshua Bárney fl$tilla Lieutenant

Samuel liodman commanding These seven units comprised about 400 men.1

In the moat around the Yort were detachments of the 12th 14th 36th

and 38th Infantry Regiments of the
TJnied

States Regular Army under Lieutenant

Colonel William Steuart and Major Samuel Lane.2 The met of the 12th and 14th

Regiments were new recruits.3 The total in the ditch came to about 600 men.4

To snmmnrize there were 1000 men at Fort McHenry in 1814 600 infantry

and 400 artillery



The artillery consisted of

On the bastions of the Star Fort

Regular Army Company

Militia Company

In the outer Mtteriea

Compnies of Sea Pencibles

Militia Companies

Regular Navy detacbment

The infantry consisted of detachments of four regular Army Regiments

in the moat around the Star Port



Chapter II

Captain Evans Company legu1ar Artillery and the 12th
14th 36th and 38th Regiments Regular Infantry

The Regular Any Artillery Company at Fort McRenry on September l-14

would rightly be called members of the Old Corps of the Army Thai had

the distinction of dating back to Alexander Hamilton New York Artillery

Company raised in 1776 They had uniforms that resembled old style uniforms

of the 18th century retaining such features as the chapeaux bras and lozg

tailed coats.5 Orders of May 1813 modified this uniform to certain

degree

From that date the coats of the officers were uniformly blue no more

red facings cuffs or collars The standing collar rose to the lobe of

the ear On the collar two blind button holes inches long with two

buttons were located on both sides tie cuffs were between to inches

wide with four buttons placed acrOss each and with blind holes extending

from these buttons These blind holes were worked in blue tape The coat

was single breasted with ten buttons tie button holes were inches lung

at the top and inches long at the bottom On the side opposite the button

holes there were companion blind button holes BOth blind and real button

holes were worked in blue tape Thus when the coat was buttoned there

were ten lines straight across the front of the coat 10 inches long at

the top and inches long at the bottom with the button in the middle The

skirts of the coat were faced in blue and reached to the bend of the knee

The bottoms were between to inches wide There were two hip buttons



one near the top of each skirt Additionally each skirt had pocket flap

with four buttons and blind holes on each flap Each pocket had two buttons

at the opening of the pocket diamond of blue cloth was located with the

center inches front the bottom of the skirt.6 The buttons on the coat were

brass.7

The stock worn by officers tould be either leather or silk Gold

epaulettes were worn according ço rank The white vest were single-breasted

with ziG pocket flaps Waist belts were white leather Sashes were worn

only when on tour of duty.8 No way of determining the color of the sash

has been found The Ruckle painting despite discrepancies to regulations

ihows red sash in almost all cases.9 portrait of Lieutenant Colonel

George Arinistead then Major of the Artillery and Commnder of Fort McIenry

shows sash The portrait is in black and white but the sash appears to

be of different color than the coatO It is assumed that the sash was red

As to trousers white breeches were authorized Also options were

offered between blue pantaloons in the Winter and buff nankeen in the

Simuner Additionally line officers such as those at Fort Mclienry did

11
not have to wear buttons and buckle at the knee as prescribed fqr staff

the Buckle painting shows the pantaloons as buff.12

Straight swords of the cut and thrust variety with either black or

yells grip were the order of the day for Officers These swords were

sheathed in yellow scabbard which was attached te the belt by means of

white straps

The footwear prescribed consisted of high military boots with gilt spurs.4



flats were chapeaux bras or cocked hats The regulations called for fans

between 6% to inches high in the rear and measuring between 15 and 17%

inches fronr point to point black binding inch wide ran around the

entire edge The but ton and 1oo were yellow with black leather ceckade

4% inches in diameter yellow eagle adorned the center of the cockade

An inch white feather was attached5

Tha pants footgear headgear coats and some accessories of the

artillery rank and file differed from thocf the cffictrs

It appears that until the time the regulations came out in 1813

pantaloons were in order But pantaloons tended to restrict leg freedom and

the idea of trousers had been accepted in civilian dress Therefore trousers

were the rule in the Regular Artillery after 1813.16

The enlisted ma footgear also differed from that of the officers Up

to 1812 it seems putties and shoes were usual7 However as trousers replaced

breeches shoes alone became the general pattern8

The chapeaux bras used by the enlisted men until 1813 were fouitd to

be impractical As- result experiments were triad with felt hat similar

to top hat but without the brim and with visor in front This was super

seded in 1813 by leather hat similar to those worn in the British Army

It bad crown 7% inches high with inch rim at the front of the crown

Originally the crown was sewn to the rim but as time went on this rim was

free rising The top diameter Of the crown was inches In front was attached

an octagonal plate braided cord ran diagonally from approximately half way

down the crown on the right side to the edge on the left Rising from the



point where the cord met the edge black leather cockade ran to the top and

was adorned with cotton or worsted yom porn In front was small visor

and in the rear flap was located that could be turned down to protect the

back of the neck in poor weather.19 The tate On the hat was changed when

in early 1814 the three Artillery Regiments were consolidated into one corps

The elongated octagonal badge for the hats depicted an eagle ierched on

cannon with stack of cannon balls underneath the muzzle of the cannon

An oval was over the head of the eagle probably symbolizing the sun.2

The rank and file did not wear coats but garment with tails about

half the length of the officers coats called c.oatees Only the huttqn holes

on the collar were trimmed with blue tape In all other features it

corresponded with the officer coats.21

The rank and file of course lacked epaulettes and sashes At times

when used as infantry they wore cross belts of white leather with cartridge

pouch to the right and wooden canteen to the left.22 At Tort Mdlienry

none were used as infantry so most of the gunners wore leather bricole

used to shift the position of the piece.23 Another piece of equipment that

one nf the cannoneers wore was glove used to cover the touch holt when

the cannon was being swabbed for reloading

The infantry of the Regular Army had uniforms that generally conformed

with those of the artillery with certain exceptions

The swords were sabers with silver or sitter-plated mountings The

epaulettes buttons spurs buckles and trimmings were silver or silver-plated

24
While chapeaux bras were the preferred headgear caps coali be worn on duty



The rank and file Wore crossbelts tth the cartridge pouch and wooden

canteens The coatees differed from the artillery in that there were no

buttons on collars cuffs and no worked blind button holes Footgear

25
consisted of gaiters and shoes



Chapter III

the Maryland Militia Artillery

At Fort XcRenry on September 13-14 1814 three Maryland Militia

Artillery units were present The Baltimore TFencibles the Mltimore

Independent Artillerists and the Washington Artillerists.26

In the -ordinary enrolled militia the commissioned officers and the non

commissioned officers were often the only ones in uniform as prescribed by

law However in the volunteer militia which included the artillery all

men were completely uniformed and equipped with uniforms that usually were

inspired by their Revolutionary War background.27

In 1812 Maryland passed law regulating the dress of all militia units

prescribing uniform that would save money for the citizens of the state

The officers wore long dark blue coats with facings collars and cuffs of red

and yellow buttons They had blue pantaloons in winter and white pantaloons

in summer Yoctgear consisted of gaiters or half-boots fleadgear consisted

of thapeaux bras.28

contemporary painting shows that such was the case with few details

The coats vere dark blue with red facing collars and cuffs On the red

facing eight buttons were located on each side with blind button holes nearing

the inner edge of the facing Ito evidence is available to show on which side

the coat was buttoned or whether it was buttoned at all The painting depicts

the summer season because the coat is open. standing collar reached to

the lobe of the ear On each side of the collar were located two buttons



with blind button holes leading toward the throat The outer side of the

cuffs had three buttons near the upper edge and blind button ho-lea that

nearly reached the wrist It is probable in keeping with former times

that there was at least one button on the side facing the body but the

painting and plates do not show any The tails Cf the coat which reached

to the knees were lined with red At the bottom of ach tail the edges

were turned in and fastened with two- diamond shaped buttons or buckles so

that two triangular shaped areas of red showed on each tail At the base

of each tail was located button On each hip was located pocket flap

Below this flap were three gold buttons.29

The off i-cer in the painting is wearing white pantaloons summer dress

with strap running under the sole of the footgear The type of footgear

worn is indistinct but since the uniform generally followed the law of 1812

it is assumed that they were black gaiters or half boots.3o

Headgear as usual was the chapeau bras The officers wore black

chapeaux with block button and loop and black cockade ITo rnamentation

is shown in the center of the cockader white plume cr feather to-se from

the ccckade Tassels were at the ends of the fans.31

White tests were in evidence sometimes worn with ruffled shirt

black silk stock was worn about the neck Silver epaulettes were prescribed.32

red sat was worn over black sword belt Attached to the belt by

means of black strap was black scabbard with gold trim into which was

insErted sword of the cut and thrust yariety with yellow grip and gold

tassel.33
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the uniforms of the rank and file paralleled these of the officers

with variations For some peculiar reason the chapeaux bras were

considered proper headgear for artillery units in all eastern states

including Marylnd Eoweverr the color of the plume for the rank and

file was red.35

Epaulet tea sashecl and wort were not worn The men did wear belt

across the chest to which was attached an swmnnf ton pouch or wooden cnteen

The gunners also had -a bricols across the chest and often carried linstock

and port- fire stick two tools of the trade.36 Some gunners also wqre

gloves with which to cover the touch hole during the swabbing of the piece

Another minor variation from the- officers uniforms was that the men

had.white buttons the officers buttons were yellow.37

There are two areas of conflict in the dress of the rank and file

First is the color of the pantaloons The law of 1812 stipulates blue

pantaloons.38 The Rückle painting shows them in white pantaloons with the

strap running under the sole of the shoe.39 Since the Ruckle painting is

contemporary it is assumed the men wore whi ta pantaloons

the other area of conflict is the coat the colors are in agreement

blue with red facing cuffs attd collar But what about the length of the

tails The law of 1817 says the coat would be short Kowever T1rs

Anne Srown asserts that Maryland soldiers had not given up the long

cutaway coats that the Regulars had discarded in 1813 for the coa tee

Additionally the plaths in the Military Collector and Hjstoran and the

12



Ruckle painting plainly show the rank and file tearing long-taiie4 coats

similar to those of the officers
41

Thus the evidence is overwhelmingly

in favor of the long-tailed coats

It may truly be said42

The artillerymen in their blue toats with red facing
and the chapeaux brass closely resembled the Regular

Armys Regiment of Artillerists of year or so earlier

13



Chapter IV

The Navy

The Navy consisting of detachment from Commodore $ärney flotilla

under Lieutenant Rodman were used mainly as artillerymen.43

The dress uniform of the lieutenants of the Regular Navy Was prescribed

in the Regulations of 1813 The doublerbreasted coat was made of blue clth

with broad lapels and matching blue lining standing collar was in

evidence Around the collar and down the lapels to the bottom of the coat

was gold lace about inch in width This lace also trimmed the upper edge

of the cuffs and the outer rim of the pocket flaps Geld lace ran down the

folds on the tails of the coat There were ten gold buttons on the front

of the coat nine on the lapels sild -one on the collar there vere three

gold buttons each on the cuffs and pocket flaps4 In addition other

detatla indicate that the coat was buttoned on the right side and the

buttonholes were trimmed with gold lace No blind buttonhles were in

evidence on the lapels flowever two buttons were shown -on the cQilar the

On each side with blind lace trimmed buttonhole nmning towards the nape

of the neck.4

Ernmlnation of the Ruckle painting shows one naval officer from the

rear bringing out additional details of the back of the coat particularly

tails te tails had gold lace running down the tails as indicated

by the Rogulations Also four buttons are shown on each tail along the

lace one at the bottom one at the waist and two about half way down

few inches apart The tails reach about to the bend in the knee All ther

14



details seea to bear Out the Regulations except that no decoration is

shown on the cuff which was obviously an oversight.46

Gold epanlettes were worn by lieutenants on the left shoulder only

The epaulette consisted of yellow button The button was embossed with

fouled anchor and eagle sunounded by fifteet stars gold fringe dacgrated

47 48
the outer edge The Rackle pattinz confirms this description

white shirt with black stock about the neck was wnrn.M

White single-breasted vests were authorized Although the gold buttona

were similar to those on the coat they were slightly smaller Three buttons

were on each pocket and eleven buttons were located down the front of the

50
vest

Headgear of the officers in dress uniform was the chapeau bras The

chapeau was black with black cockade and gold loop and button The

Navy had no feathers plumes or pompon on the chapean The edge of the fan

of the chapeau was trimmed with gold tape Or 1ace

rootgear was generally half-boots or shoes Some officers had straps

under the soles of the shoes from the trousers but this appears to have

been optional.52

White pantaloons were in evidence early in the war and the Regulations

called for pantaloons However evidence is at hand that the pantaloons

were being used less sad less By 1814 trousers were becoming the general

rule There is some controversy as to color All evidence pOints to

white in dress uniforms However Ruckle depicts them as blue.55 But

since white was Regulation it is assumed that in dress wear white was worn

15



Officers wore gold-trimmed swords of the cut and thrust variety

which were sheathed in black scabbards trimmed in gold.56

An additional item was red sash worn over belt Kowever no

57
details of the sash or belt were uncovered

02 necessity officers wore battle unifqxm during the bombardment tf

Fort Itlienry The Buckle painting depicts parade situation and is of

little use in describing battle situation However certain minçr changes

were made to convert dress uniform to battle uniform

First the coats in battle dress bad no gold lace Secondr the standing

collar was replaced by cape In addition the officers were given an

option of blue or white trousers And finally the chapeaux bras were

doffed and replaced by small black hats similar to the derbies of today.58

No uniforms were prescribed for the common seaman below the rank of

boatswain until l8lT.59 Prior to this times the men dressed according to

the whim of their commanders or according to what they had available ranging

from white on blue jackets red vests and blue trousers to striped shirts

and trousers or nor shirts at all

But the Buckle paintinfr showing seaman from the back cleats up matters

considerably He wears blue jacket with plain blue trousers te standing

collar has no decoration and no cuffs are visible although that part is

obscured He also wore plain black glazed hat Also since they were

used as artillerynen white leather bricole is shown over the left shoulder.61

It is fairly easy to deduce the rest of the uniform from the usual accouter

ments in this case The blue coat was also double-breasted with ten buttons

16



buttoned on the right No buttons were on the collar flit cuffs had four

gold buttons ana-nged vertically The men tlso- probably wore red vest

with twelye buttons and white shirt with black neckerchief or tie.62

Iith this type of dress the battle tmiforni was similar the only

difference being that the blue jacket was left off and the men worked in

the red vests and blue trousers.63

This does- not eliminate the possibility of the men wearing the other

common type of shirt and trousErs of the period those made of striped

ticking Additionally no matter what the color of the trousers they had

the distinctive shape at the bottoms i.e the beIl-bo-ttoms still used in

tht Navy today

17



Chapter

The Sea Yencibles

The is st group tG be considered are the Sea leucibies TWo compnies

were at Fart Mcllenry in September 1814 wtder Captains Addison and Bwtbzry.65

These were volunteer marine militia units tomposed of sailors and boa tinen

presumably started under city and state auspices in New York Cit7 in 1812.66

lhe idea seemed to be good one so Congress lassed law on July 16 1813

that authorized not more than ten tomyanin Of Sea Yencibles to protect the

porti of the United $tates It was prfmariiy defensive amphibious unit

having ay structure derived fran both the Army and the Navy.61

The uniform of the unit was selected by John Armstrong flior to the

passage of the law Since these were wiunteer units net authorized for

ann than year and not likely t4 be tailed out unless the port was attached

in holding with their defensive standing it yss not necessary to provide

68
uniforms fr them.

Thus the Sea Fencible eysn thdugh they were on duty at lort tcBsnry

front the autumn of 1813 until Yebruary of 1815 whet the law establishing

them was repealed wore civilian clothes

18



Chapter VI

Conclusions

As was sated earlier these uniforms must be not considered the -only

ones used Regulations were changed recently in all cases except the Sea

Pencibles who-wore civilian clothes- and the militia In addition supply

in the Vlar of 1812 was notoriously poor as indicated by ArntLsteads

continued requests for more supplies of all sorts including clothing

It is to be concluded that in addition to the uniforms described in

this paper sOme of the irtillerymen in the Regular Army still retained

portions or all Of the old style uniform Two of the infantry regiments

were recruits sO they were undoubtedly in civilian clothes

The naval uniforms are insed on the Rackle painting and the Regulations

of 1813 for the officers The seamen uniforms are based partially on the

Ruckle painting the rest from conjecture and knowledge of the types of

naval uniforms current in the period It is evident that the type used by

the seamen will never be quite clear

The only ones who- had consistent uniforms were the militia units

Their uniforms were prescribed and because they were proud of their -units

they made it point to observe these Regulations Further the Regulations

were about two years old at the time and the men had bad time to get the

necessary accouterments

Thus mintmtm of four distinct military uniforms was used The

bgular Any artillery the Regular Army infantry the Maryland

19



Militia and the Regular Navy In additiqn one must consider the

civilian clothes of tire recruits some of the 1egular and the Sea

Vencibles Also some of the Iteguiar units still wore either all Or

portions of the pre-1813 uniforms lastly and still uncertain are the

uniforms of the Regular Navy seaman

20
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